Abstract：In this study, modeling and numerical simulations has been performed to investigate performance characteristics of constant power regulator system for swash plate type axial piston pump. The commercial numerical simulation software, AMESim was applied for analyzing the dynamic behavior of constant power regulator system of swash plate axial piston pump. The validity of simulation model of constant power regulator system is verified by comparing simulation results with experiments. Also, the behavior of main components of constant power regulator system such as spool, sleeve and counterbalance piston is investigated using the results of computer simulation.
서 론
사판식,P 0 → P 1 ), 일정출력 구간(P 1 → P 2 ) 및 컷-오프(Cut-off) 구간 (P 2 → P 3 )의 세 가지            ∼     (1)             ∼    (2)
